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THE ALPHA ALGORITHM AND THE APPL ICAT ION OF  THE 
CUBIC  ALGORITHM IN  CASE OF  UNKNOWN 
L IPSCHITZ CONSTANT 
E. A. GALPERIN 
D~partement deMath&natiques td'Informatique, Universit~ du Qu6bec b Montreal 
C.P. 8888, Succ. "A", Montreal, Quebec, H3C 3P8 Canada 
A.bstract--A new algorithm for full global optimization of & Lipschltl.ian function over an arbitrary 
bounded set in A n is presented. A procedure is proposed to handle functions with unknown Lip 
constants. Application to the cubic algorithm is given and illustrative xamples are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The cubic algorithm [1,2] finds the global minimum value 
s o - m~ f (z ) ,  ¢~ C A n , (1) 
zEC 
and the set of all global minimizers 
R ° = {z E C If(z) = sO}, (2) 
for a Lipschitz continuous function f(z): 
I f(z) - f (z ') l  < L - z'll, L = const. > 0, z, z' E C, (3) 
minimized over a closed cube C C ]~,. Consider successive closed partitions of C: 
C= U ~ii, C~NCT=O , i~ j ;  i , jEIm={1,2,. . . ,Nm}, m=1,2 ,  . . . .  (4) 
tel,,, 
Here, C~ denotes the interior of C~ and bar denotes the closure. Partitions (4) are called nested 
if every C'~ni +1 belongs to certain ~:  
~?' I '1  C ~ j ,  i E Ira+Is j E Ira, rrt -- 1,2, . . . .  (5) 
A sequence of partit ions is called complete if 
lim max d~i = O, (6) 
m -.* oo tel,,, 
where d~i = max IIx- z'll is diameter (diagonal) of C~ and I1" II is the Euclidean orm in ]~". 
Take an arbitrary point z~ E ~ in each ~;  a fixed point z m E ~ is called representative of
C~.  A system {z~ } of representative points is called consistent  if every z~ coincides with certain 
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X~ rn÷l E ~---,~n-4-1 of a subcube ~nj +I C ~-~i" This notion is important because of the following. 
donsider the sequence: 
sm= min f(z~),  m = 1, 2,.. .  (7) 
i~ Im 
and denote by z~ the points for which f(x~) = sin; such points are called basic points in the 
sequel. 
The values sm are global minimum values on grids {z~'}, m = 1, 2,..., and represent approx- 
imations to the global minimum value s o of (1); they are also called comparison constants [2,3], 
yielding the inequality (11) below to detect subcubes not containing global minimizers. It is clear 
that, if a system {z~} is consistent, then the sequence (7) is monotonic: 
81 ~ S2 ~ " '"  __~ Sm ~ Sin-F1 ~_~ " '"  ~ S O. (8) 
Let 
LT'= max I . f (x) - . f (=') l  
*,*'~¢z" IIx-,ell (9) 
The values L m _< L represent minimal Lipschitz constants of f(z) over C~. The variation of 
f ( z )  over 0m is bounded 
Varl(x) . = ma~_ I f (x ) -  I(=')l <_ Lmd~, 
zEC~ z,~'EC~ 
(10) 
which allows us to discard every subcube ~/k for which 
.f(x, ~) - s,. > Lt d, ~, r .  _> k, (11) 
as not containing lobal minimizers z° E/~o. Indeed, for any subcube we have 
f(z~) - rain. S(x) < L/k d/k. 
~ec~ 
(12) 
This yields for every subcube deleted by (11): 
~n f(x) > f(x~) - L~ d~ > s., > s °. 
~e~k - 
(13) 
Clearly, we can take, instead of sm in (11), any value Je(x) ~_ s o for a point x E (~. The value sm 
of (7) is used in order not to cause an extra function evaluation. With respect o (11), another 
important feature of a consistent system {zm}, m -- 1,2,. . . ,  of representative points is that 
each x~ E {x m} stays in the process until deleted with its corresponding subcube C'~, this also 
decreasing the number of function evaluations. 
Relation (11) represents a generalization of the deletion operator introduced in [1]. Deletions 
are made, if possible, at every iteration. Denote by Krn the closure of all remaining subcubes 
at each iteration m -- 1,2, . . . .  Sequences of complete nested partitions and consistent systems 
of representative points z~ n can be easily obtained by the uniform partition generator and the 
translated grid generator used in the cubic algorithm, see [3, pp. 8-10]. For such process with 
uniform partitions and translated grid generation for a cube C C R n, it is proved in [2,3] that 
lim am = 8o _ zn~e~f(z), (14) 
fill---* OO 
OO 
= N k. = .o  = i .  e O i l (x )  = .°}, (15) 
rrlml 
which solves the full global optimization problem over a cube in R". 
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2. THE ALPHA-ALGORITHM 
Without changing notatidns, let {~ C R n be a bounded closed set in R n. For instance, (~ 
may contain isolated points (thus, (~ is generally non-robust). Consider a sequence of complete 
nested partitions {~'~} of the set C. Of course, the notions of open and closed subsets, C~ and 
(~ in (4), should be considered in corresponding topologies. If ~ is a singleton (an isolated 
point in Rn), it is considered closed with d~i = 0, not subject to further partitions but subject 
to possible deletion by (11). 
The sets (~, C'~ may be disconnected. In practical cases, they may be only finitely disconnected, 
representing finite collections of connected subsets for certain i, m. In such cases, a sequence of 
complete partitions can be chosen in such a way as to produce connected C~ for all m >_ N _> 1, 
where the number N depends on the structure of C and on the arrangement of partitions. 
However, we do not exclude infinitely disconnected sets C, ~--,~n, e.g., point sets of the type: 
{1, 1/2, 1 /4 , . . . ,  1 /2~, . . . ,  0}. For such sets, parameters d~, L~ n, (6), (9), are well defined with 
the usual norm [[ • [[ in ]R n and with possible replacement of max by sup. For singletons, we set 
by definition d~i = L~ = 0. 
Since compactness of sets, in fact, is not required for iterative optimization algorithms, we also 
take into consideration open sets. Thus, the sets C, C~ are any bounded sets in ]R n which may 
be not inf-compact nor inf-robust, see definitions in [4, p. 86]. In such cases, rain f (z)  may or 
may not exist, so we replace min in (1) by inf, and/~0 of (2) by the set 
K, : e c I s o f (x )  ~ s o + r/, r} > 0},  (16) 
which represents the ~precise full global optimal solution. Since computational iterative processes 
axe finite, it is only a set K*  C_ K s and a value s*, s o _< s* _< s o + :/, that can be obtained in 
a finite number N(q) of iterations, no matter whether or not the exact pair s o = minxec f(z), 
/~0 of (1)-(2) exist. However, an ~precise limited solution s*, K*  can be determined up to 
arbitrarily small I 7 > 0 (with a possibly large number N(~}) of iterations). 
In such a general setting, we call an alpha-algorithm any iterative procedure consisting of nested 
complete partitions with consistent set representation by points {z~}, comparison constant gen- 
eration (7) and deletions by (11) whenever necessary and possible. 
Application of an alpha-algorithm yields a sequence (8) and a sequence of nested sets: 
C _D K1 _D K2 _~ ""  ~ Krn _~ Km+l _.D . . . .  (17) 
THEOREM 2.1. 
limoo sm= s o = i~f  f(z). (18) 
PROOF. The sequence {st,} of (8), monotonic and bounded below by s °, tends to a limit $ > s °. 
If~ > s °, let J - s  ° = 6 > 0. By definition ofs  ° = infxev f(z) ,  for any 6 > 0 there is a set A/'6 C C 
such that s o ~ f (z)  < s o + 6 for all z E N'6. Since partitions in an alpha-algorithm are complete, 
there is a partition n yielding C~ such that C~ N .hf6 ~ $ and we can choose z~ E C~ N Af6. 
Since f(z~) < s o + 6 - i < srn for all sm e {sin} of (8), so f(z~) - s,n < 0, Vm, thus, the 
point z~ cannot be deleted by (11). At this point, we have $ < f(z~) < s o + 6 = ~, an obvious 
contradiction. This proves that ~ = s °. | 
THEOREM 2.2. /£ there is a point z ° E C such that f ( z  °) = s °, then there is a nonempty 
intersection of sets in (17) that yields the exact set of all global minimizers: 
lhn Kin= 5 Km = K °={zeC[ f (z )=s°} .  (19) 
Fn  .=.# OO 
rn=l  
PROOF. Denote the intersection in (19) by K*. Since f(z °) = s o = inf=e¢ f(z), the point z ° 
cannot be deleted by (11). This means that z ° E Km for all m = 1,2,..., thus z ° E K*  and 
K*  ~ 0. This is true for every z E K °, so that K ° C_. K*. If K ° ~ K*, that is, if K*  - K ° ~ 0, 
i 
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take a point z* E K* - K °. Since z* ~ E °, so Jr(z*) > s °. Let f(x*) - s o - 6 > 0. Points z °, 
x* belong to certain Kin, so we can choose them as representative points for certain C[ n. Then 
s,n - f (x  °) - s o remains in the process indefinitely. Let N be such that max4G1,, d~i < 6/L,  for 
all m _> N. Then we have 
f (x* ) - s rn - f (x* ) - s° -6>Lmaxd~i  >_L~d~i, fo rm>N,  
iG I ,B  
hence, every point x* E K* -K  ° is deleted by (11) at certain iteration. This means that K* C_ K ° 
and, in view of K ° C_ K* proved above, we have K* = K °. I 
THEOREM 2.3. /irK * ~ 0, then K ° ~ 0 and K ° = K*. 
PROOF. Let x ° E K*,  that is, z* E Kr, for all m = 1,2, . . . .  We have f ( z* )  >_ s °. If f(z*) > s °, 
let f (x* )  - s o - 26 > 0 and choose z* as representative of certain C~/C K,n. By definition of 
s o = infzE¢ f(x),  for any 6 > 0 there is a point z.  E C such that f ( z . )  < s o + 6. Let N be such 
that maxiE/,  d~/< 6/L,  for all m > N. Now, we have 
f ( z* ) - f ( z . )>s°+26- (s°+6)=6> Lmaxd'~i > LTd'~i , re>N,  
- -  iE lm - -  
meaning that the point z* is deleted already at the iteration m - N. This contradicts the choice 
z* E K*,  i.e., z* E Kin, Vm, and implies the impossibility of f ( z* )  > s o for a point z* E K*. It 
remains f ( z* )  = s o and, with the reference to Theorem 2.2, the proof is complete. I 
REMARK 2.1. It is worth noting that Theorems 2.1-2.3 are proved without assumption of com- 
pactness. The set C may be not inf-compact, in which case all Krn, m = 1,2, . . . ,  are not 
inf-compact; hough, they may have nonempty intersection K* = K ° ~ 0. 
REMARK 2.2. Choosing z °, x* as representative points for certain C[ n serves to accommodate 
relations (7) to (13) written in terms of representative points, one for each subset C-~n~, to minimize 
the number of function evaluations. Such choice of z °, z* simplifies the proofs. It is an easy 
exercise to prove the theorems without assuming z °, z* to be representative points. 
THEOREM 2.4. Given ~1 > O, there is a number m = m* such that Krn* C_ K~ of  (16). 
PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is no such number meaning that Km - K~ ~ 0 
for all m = 1,2 , . . . .  Then there is a point z* E Krn for all m = 1,2, . . . ,  such that z* ~ K, .  
Since z* ~ K~, so we have f (x*)  > s o + TI. Since s o = limsrn, there is N = N (~//2) such that 
sm-  s o < r//2, for all m > N. Let Nt be such that maxiEi., din/ _< ~l/2L. Then choosing z* as 
one of representative points and taking m > max(N, Nt), we get 
( ~/) sO 11 ~1 ~ > Lmaxd~/> L~n d~/' 
f (m °) - srn > f (x* )  -- s ° -.l- ~ -- f(~.*) -- -- 2 > rl 2 - -  2 -- iEl,, -- 
so that z* will be deleted at some iteration. It means that it is impossible that x* ~ K~ 
and z ° E Kin, for all m = 1,2,... simultaneously. Hence, there is such m = m* for which 
Kin. - K~ = 0, and the proof is complete. I 
This theorem proves the fact that a limited ~optimal global solution s*, K*, s o < s* < s o + T/, 
K* = Krn- C K~ of (16), can be obtained by an alpha-algorithm in a finite number of iterations. 
The alpha, algorithm represents a theoretical framework for developing different procedures to 
solve the full global optimization problem. It can be readily seen that the cubic algorithm [1,2] 
and the integer cubic algorithm [5] are alpha-algorithms. The fast cubic algorithm [6] is not 
an alpha-algorithm (no deletions in the fast cubic algorithm). The beta-algorithm [7] is not an 
alpha-algorithm due to addition of a distinction operator; however, the reduced beta-algorithm [7] 
is an alpha-algorithm. The delta-algorithm [3, pp. 173-223] is not an alpha-algorithm because 
of variable dimensions of spaces ll~ t, n~2,..., ~ ' , . . .  involved in the solution of a global optimal 
control problem. 
It is clear the alpha-algorithm is not universally applicable to all problems due to difficulties in 
partition and grid generation for an arbitrary set C C ~n. However, for certain classes of problems 
with a specific structure of the set C, the alpha-algorithm can be conveniently accommodated 
and/or modified to develop effective computer codes for global optimal solution of particular 
classes of problems. 
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3. THE CASE OF  UNKNOWN LIP CONSTANTS 
Consider the case when constants L, L~ of (3) and (10) are unknown and difficult to determine. 
By construction of the algorithm, it is clear that the procedure can be run with any positive 
constants A~ in (11). The question is what the result will be in this case. 
Suppose that the deletion (11) is made at the mth iteration with a constant A~. Let n _> m 
and consider the difference: 
A -- inf f (x ) - - s ,  > f ( z~) -L~d~-s ,  > sm+A~d~-L~d~-s ,  = sm-s , - (L~-A~)d~.  (20) 
zEC~ 
Here, we used (12), and then (11) with A~ instead of L~. 
If we want to guarantee the non-elimination of global minimizers, it is sufficient o require that 
for some n there be A > 0. Here and in the sequel, we call global minimizers points z ° for which 
f (x  °) -- sO; such points either exist within C or we obtain them by the closure o f t ,  C~, in which 
case inf in (20) becomes f in  as in (12), (13). 
Consider the values 
W(m, . )  = + - s .  
d- - - -7 ,  t > O, (21) 
which can be calculated in the course of iterations. Comparing (20) and (21), we see that if for 
some m, n we have 
L~ _< B~(m, n), (22) 
then A > 0 and global minimizers are not eliminated by (11) with A~ < L/t instead of L~. From 
(21), we observe that B~(m, n) - A~ is inversely proportional to d~, which suggests the following 
strategy. 
If the inequality (11) with A/k instead of L~: 
f(x/t) - sm > A~ d~, m >_ k (23) 
is satisfied, then the subset C~ is suspended from further partitions and function evaluations 
(without its deletion from the process). After several iterations, if B~(m, n) is not large enough 
to reasonably believe that (22) is met, we make another partition of C~ t into several C A with 
smaller diameters d't's3 - < d~, choose new representatives z/kj, compute f(z~j), check again (23) 
with the same sm, A~ and new f(z~j), d't'u and compute new and increased B~(m,n)  by (21) 
with new and smaller d~j. If (23) is still satisfied (meaning that the slope of f (z )  within C~ is not 
steep), then a greater B~ in (22) give more assurance of non-elimination of global minimizers. 
Otherwise, we include those C A for which (23) is not satisfied in the regular partition and deletion 
process. 
A reasonable way to assign A~ > 0 without extra function evaluations i  given in [3, pp. 71-72]. 
Using the f (z~)  already calculated, we set 
Is(z )- s(z )l C Ik, (24) A k = q max 
where the index subset I~ C It corresponds to a collection of subsets {C/t } C Kt  over which 
the constant A t is extended and q >_ 1 is the assurance coefficient. Clearly, with q = 1 the 
constant A t is not greater than the actual Lip constant L t for the collection {C~} : A t < L t, if 
q = 1. Numerical experiments [8] suggest hat the choice (24) is a good one to employ in (11), 
(21), (23), even in the case of non-Lipschitzian functions when L = ~x~. 
Suppose now that with some chosen A~ > 0 at least one of global minimizers has been elimi- 
nated by (23), resulting in possible loss of the value s o = inf=ec f (x ) ,  and that the algorithm has 
been terminated after n iterations with an approximate global minimum value s ,  >_ s °. Then we 
have, by virtue of (20): 
O < s .  - s ° = s.  - min inf f (x )  < s.  - s,n + (L -  A)d,  (25) 
-- i,k zEC~ 
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where L, A, d correspond to those i, k that deliver minimum in (25). From (25), it follows 
s,=_>s °>sm-(L -A)  d, Vn,¥m, m_<n. (26) 
For a Lipschitzian function, let L = (p + 1) A, p unknown, then 
s, >_ s °>s in -pAd,  Vn, Vm, m <_ n. (2T) 
Inequalities (26) and (27) have transparent geometrical sense and important practical conse- 
quences, permitting also the use of alpha-algorithms in problems with non Lipschitzian cost 
functions (L = oo). 
Indeed, even if we used A~ = 0 for deletions by (23), we would have 
> > s °, vi, vt ,  v , . ,  m >_ k, (28) 
meaning that every deleted subset C/k contains a point z~ which is not a global minimizer, 
whatever A~ >__ 0 are used in the deletion operator (23). If d > 0 in (26), (27) is small, then 
elimination of a global minimizer by (23) within a subset C~ of small diameter means cutting 
off an "icicle" from the surface f (z)  over C~. Thus, if deletions tart at certain small d~, then 
the deletion operator (23) with A~ < L~ acts as a razor, shaving off hairs in the vicinity of the 
set of global minimizers if Lki ~ B~(m, n), (22), and not touching them if (22) is satisfied. The 
shaving effect of a deletion operator can be estimated, using (27), as follows. We have 
P ~> 8m--8  0 $m- -8n  
A'-"--~- > A---'~' L = (p + 1)A, (29) 
meaning that only those parts of the surface f(x) containing lobal minimizers may be cut off, 
for which 
8 m - -  8 0 8 m - -  8 n L>A+T_>A+----j---, ¥m, Vn, n_>m, (30) 
where A, d are values of A~, d~ actually used for deletion in (23). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose that A - 2 has been used and a set C~ of diameter d/t = 0.1 was deleted 
by (23) in comparison with sm-  0.5. Suppose that in the process of iterations the value sm -- 0.5 
was further improved by the value s,  = 0.2, n > m. Then, a global minimiser may have been 
deleted within C/t only if the function f (z)  had a slope L > 2 + (0.5 - 0.2)/0.1 - 5 over C~. For 
this result, we need not know s o = infzee f (z)  nor the actual value of L in (3). Now, suppose 
that we are not interested in minimizers yielding a little bit better results than sn - 0.2 (e.g., 
in z ° such that f ( z  °) - s o -- 0.15), but we are interested not to lose a minimizer with s o = 0. 
Then from (30), we see that such a minimizer can be lost only in the case if f (z )  had over Cp 
a slope L > 2 + 0.5/0.1 = 7, which is substantially greater than the previous estimate based on 
sin, sn delivered by the algorithm. It is instructive that, if we used in the last estimate the value 
sn - 0.2 instead of sm= 0.5 (obviously, if C/t is deleted in comparison with sm-  0.5, it would be 
deleted also in comparison with s,  = 0.2), we would have a worse estimate L > 2 + 0.2/0.1 = 4, 
even poorer than the estimate based on sra, sn. In the evaluation (30), the value sn refers to 
the smallest comparison constant obtained in the iterations, whereas sm refers to the largest 
constant, not necessarily from the sequence {sin} of (8), with which C/t can be deleted by (23) 
given a grid point z/t or any other point z E C/t with a larger value f (z)  > f(z/t). Thus, the best 
value for sm to be used in (30) equals 
s* -- sup f (z)  - Ati d~. (31) 
zEC~ 
For example, if the value f(z~) = 0.81 (computed by the algorithm) caused the subset C/k to be 
deleted or suspended by (23) with A~ = 2, d/t = 0.1, sm= 0.5 (0.81 - 0.5 = 0.31 > 0.2), then 
we could take in (23) a greater value for sin, say, s~ = 0.6, yielding by (30): L > 2+0.6/0.1 = 8. 
Had we a plausible stimate for s* in (31), we could further improve an estimate of the critical 
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slope that may imply elimination of a global minimizer of a given magnitude. Indeed, if a random 
sample over C~ gave the value f(~) = 0.9, ~ E C~, then we could take 5m = f(~) _ Ai t di k = 
0.9 - 0.2 = 0.7 to obtain L > 2 + 0.7/0.1 = 9. II 
In application to the cubic algorithm with uniform partition generator [1-3], we have: 
= Nm,  Vi, m=0,1,.. . ,  (32) 
where c > 0 is the length of the edge of the closed cube (~ in (1)-(3), n = dimz is the dimension 
of the space R n and N >_ 2 is the partition integer. For the central cubic algorithm [3, pp. 55-58], 
we should use an odd partition integer N _> 3, the values 
~,]ni _ cv~ Vi, rn=0,1 ,  (33) 
2N m , - . . ,  
and grid points z~ n should be always at the center of corresponding ~,~n. Note that when apply- 
ing (31) or using some value z E ~ not at the center of ~n,  the constants d~i of (32) should 
be used and not those of (33). 
Substituting (32), (33) into (30), we get critical slope estimates for the cubic algorithm (CA) 
and the central cubic algorithm (CCA), respectively: 
LCA > A'k N k 8m- -S  ° sm- -8n  c~ >A+N k n>m;  (34) 
C~ ' 
LCCA > A + 2N k s in -  s o s in -  Sn cv/~ ->A+2N k cV~ ' n>m;  (35) 
where we changed notation for m, n in (32), (33) replacing them with k, l = dimz, in order not 
to confuse them with m, n of (30) used in another sense. From (34), (35), we see that the critical 
value of L, after which global minimizers may be lost grows exponentially with the number k as 
the size of subeubes diminishes, and slowly decreases at the rate of V~ with increasing dimension 
t - dim z. To appreciate what it means in practice, consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3 .2 .  Le t  c - 1 (the unit cube (~0 C ]~t), N = 3, and consider the same values A = 2, 
sm -- 0.5, s,  = 0.2, s o - 0, to compare with Example 3.1. The values of the critical slope 
Lo = A + (s, ,  - an)Nk /cV~,  (34), axe given in Table 1 for different values o f t ,  k. 
Table 1. 
k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 2.9 4.7 I0. I  26.3 74.9 220.7 
4 2.45 3.35 6.05 14.15 38.45 111.35 
9 2.3 2.9 4.7 10.1 26.3 74.9 
Replacement of s ,  = 0.2 by s o = 0 in (34) results in the increase of the entries by a factor of 
1.1 to 1.65. For the central cubic algorithm, the calculation by (35) approximately doubles the 
results. To evaluate the practical significance of the results, the angles/30 = arctan L of the slope 
(in degrees) axe provided in Table 2. 
Table 2. 
L 2 3 5 10 25 75 220 
/~0 63 72 79 84 88 89.2 89.7 
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We see from Table 2 that for L > 5 the slope is almost vertical. If in a particular problem, it is 
known that the slope of the cost function cannot be too steep, say, L < 5, then from Table 1, we 
see that deletions with A = 2 can be safely started at the second iteration for dimensions t = 1 
to 4, and at the third iteration for f = 5 to 9. This is for the unit cube, c = I, and for the values of 
N, s,~, s,,  s o assumed above. The on-line computation ofthe critical slope can be incorporated 
in the algorithm to provide information for a deletion switch introduced in [3, p. 76]. With this 
device, cost functions with unknown Lip constants can be readily handled without extra function 
evaluations but simply by suspending deletions until a later iteration. Since in practical cases cost 
functions have bounded slopes with bounds, approximately known, this provides a convenient 
stopping rule to obtain a sub-optimal global solution in a reasonable number of iterations, with 
on-line quality control concerning possible loss of global minimizers. 
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